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Andrea Kahn is known for her team-oriented approach, exceptional clarity in legal writing, and 
dedication to her clients. She addresses complex legal issues by developing strategies focused 
on her clients’ needs.

PRACTICE AREAS
    Insurance Defense

EDUCATION
    Michigan State University College of Law,

Juris Doctor, 2011
Articles Editor, Journal of Animal Law
DDean’s List

    Aquinas College,
    Bachelor of Arts, Political Science, 2008

BAR ADMISSIONS
State of Michigan

PROFESSIONAL GROUPS
American Bar Association
GGrand Rapids Bar Association
 

Andrea adeptly navigates the complexities of first-party 
no-fault litigation, uninsured/underinsured motorist 
coverage, bodily injury, negligence, and premises liability 
law. She values diverse input from colleagues and support 
sta, understanding the benefits of diverse perspectives 
and experiences in shaping comprehensive legal 
strategies. This collaborative mindset, along with her 
ririgorous investigative techniques, ensures she manages 
each case eectively. Her commitment to fact-finding and 
her willingness to incorporate varied perspectives yields 
the best possible outcomes for clients.

In client interactions, Andrea emphasizes meaningful 
connections. She often employs humor to build rapport, 
fostering a friendly yet professional relationship. Through 
this approach, Andrea aims for the best possible 
outcomes through mutual cooperation.

AA standout aspect of Andrea's skill set is her legal writing. 
She distills complex legal concepts into clear, 
well-structured arguments. Andrea is committed to 
keeping clients and colleagues well-informed, ensuring 
transparent and timely communication throughout the 
legal process.

OOutside the legal arena, Andrea engages in her passion for 
baking, a hobby that has evolved into a successful side 
business since 2018. Throughout the year, she bakes and 
decorates thousands of cookies, which she finds to be a 
wonderful outlet for expressing her creativity. Her 
compassionate nature manifests through her commitment 
to a dog rescue organization. 

AAndrea’s intellectual rigor, collaborative spirit, and 
personal dedication are evident in every aspect of her 
work. Her comprehensive understanding of the law, 
combined with her ability to connect on a personal level, 
make her a valuable member of our team and a reliable 
advocate for her clients.
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